WORKMAX FORMS FEATURES

GET STARTED

with WorkMax FORMS
FORMS

FORMS CAPTURE

Capture electronic forms on Apple or Android mobile apps, or by logging into the web-based Control Center.

MOBILE FORMS ON ANY DEVICE, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

a

REAL-TIME FORMS CAPTURE

a

RUNS COMPLETELY DISCONNECTED

a

SIMPLE INTUITIVE MOBILE USER INTERFACE

a

AUTO-SAVE IN-PROGRESS WORK

a

SEND FORMS FROM MOBILE

a

One forms solution for your entire workforce. Access, complete and view forms from mobile devices or from any web browser 24/7/365.

Forms can be captured from anywhere and sent to the office in minutes, virtually real-time throughout the workday for instant answers.

No cell or data service? WorkMax mobile Android and Apple apps let your employees enter Form data while completely disconnected and without service.

Like all WorkMax modules, our mobile FORMS solution is easy to learn with intuitive navigation, ensuring rapid employee adoption.

Mobile FORMS can be started, worked on as drafts and completed all at once or at different times as needed.

Completed mobile FORMS PDFs can be shared and emailed from the mobile device direct to customers, co-workers or anyone.

UNLIMITED DATA COLLECTION
UNLIMITED FORMS

a

24/7/365 ACCESS TO YOUR FORMS

a

No charges per form or form submission, with WorkMax you can create, deploy and submit as many forms as needed all for one low price.

Completed forms can be retrieved and reviewed from any device, anytime and from anywhere.

RAPID FORMS CREATION
FORM WIDGETS

a

INTUITIVE FORM BUILDER

a

CONDITIONAL FORMS

a

CLONE FORMS

a

PERMISSIONS and ROUTING - GET THE RIGHT FORMS TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE

a

FORMULAS, TABLES, CALCULATIONS

a

A complete WorkMax form widget library allows for simple and flexible one-click use to build and modify forms.

Anyone can build and deploy electronic forms in minutes with absolutely no coding required.

Embed sub-forms and unlimited levels of triggered or conditional forms, providing robust and capable work-flow capabilities.

Quickly clone and create form variations and modified forms from existing forms templates.

Robust permissions and routing controls help determine who has access to complete and submit which electronic forms.

Embed custom tables, formulas and even include simple calculations in your electronic forms to increase accuracy and reduce errors.
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RICH MEDIA CAPTURE

Harness the power of capturing and embedding GPS, photos, sketches, signatures and other rich media to mitigate risk and solve problems faster.

GPS CAPTURE and VIEW

a

INTEGRATED PHOTO CAPTURE

a

INTEGRATED VIDEO CAPTURE

a

SKETCH AND ANNOTATIONS

a

*GPS can be captured with FORMS. From the WorkMax Control Center you can see visual, graphical maps of exactly where the form was submitted.

*Capture instant field/mobile photos in your electronic FORMS or photos can be added to forms real-time or from the device’s photo library.

*Capture and include field/mobile videos within your electronic FORMS.

*Photos and blank canvas sketches can be annotated on and inserted into your FORMS to improve status and documentation of work performed.

SECURITY
MOBILE DEVICE TOKENS

a

ROLE-BASED PERMISSIONS

a

SECURE DATA TRANSFER and STORAGE

a

*Secure tokens ensure that only your employees can access your WorkMax FORMS with approved mobile devices. Enable and disable in seconds.

Custom employee role-based permissions ensures you are in complete control of all of your forms access.

Secure access controls allow you to keep customer and company data safe on transfer and in storage.

POWER OF THE PLATFORM

Leverage the WorkMax TIME capabilities with additional solution modules... one system to manage, train and implement eliminates multi-system gaps and headaches
not to mention single point of login and data integrity across all WorkMax modules. You can leverage the WorkMax modules a-la-carte or go with the Complete Suite.

ASSETS

a

TIME

a

SERVICE

a

INSIGHT

a

Easily track company assets concurrent with any combination of electronic forms.

Add complete time and attendance tracking for your mobile, remote and local workforce to your digital forms work-flow.

Track, schedule and dispatch all of your field service management tickets along with WorkMax FORMS.

Capture rich media and productivity with forms and gain real-time mapping and analytics B.I. of your entire network of resources.

* With Android or Apple mobile apps

ONE PLATFORM FOR COMPLETE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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